The electronic phase diagram of the weak spin-orbit Mott insulator (Sr1−xLax)3Ir2O7 is determined via an exhaustive experimental study. Upon doping electrons via La substitution, an immediate collapse in resistivity occurs along with a narrow regime of nanoscale phase separation comprised of antiferromagnetic, insulating regions and paramagnetic, metallic puddles persisting until x ≈ 0.04. Continued electron doping results in an abrupt, first-order phase boundary where the Néel state is suppressed and a homogenous, correlated, metallic state appears with an enhanced spin susceptibility and local moments. As the metallic state is stabilized, a weak structural distortion develops and suggests a competing instability with the parent spin-orbit Mott state.
The seminal examples of the spin-orbit Mott (SOM) state were reported in the n = 1 and n = 2 members of the Sr n+1 Ir n O 3n+1 Ruddlesden-Popper (RP) series [1, 2] , where Ir 4+ cations, in the limit of a cubic crystal field, realize a J ef f = 1/2 antiferromagnetic (AF) ground state [3, 4] . Realizing new electronic phases in close proximity to this SOM state is a subject of considerable theoretical work [5] , and recent experiments have begun to suggest exotic properties present in nearby metallic states [6, 7] . However, the central task of understanding the mechanism of the Mott state's collapse in these 5d-electron Mott systems remains an open question, where, for instance, the roles of competing phases and additional modes of symmetry breaking remain unaddressed.
The bilayer (n = 2) material Sr 3 Ir 2 O 7 (Sr-327) is an excellent test system for exploring carrier substitution in a spin-orbit Mott material [8, 9] . The reduced shortrange Coulomb interaction, U , attributable to its 5d valence states and the increased bandwidth inherent to Sr-327's bilayer structure lead to a marginally stable insulating state [10] . As a result, the Mott insulating state manifests in the weak limit where the charge gap is of the same order as the nearest neighbor Heisenberg exchange coupling J [11, 12] . This provides a unique platform for exploring the collapse of the Mott phase, where relatively small perturbations (e.g. changes in carrier concentration) can affect dramatic changes in the stability of the insulating state, and one where the mechanism of the gap's collapse can be explored in the limit of dilute substitution.
Consistent with the idea of a delicate Mott state, Sr-327 has recently been shown to manifest metallic behavior under small levels of La-substitution (electrondoping) [13] . However, little remains understood regarding the nature of the metallic state realized upon carrier substitution and the means through which the parent J ef f = 1/2 Mott state collapses. For instance, once the Mott state is destabilized, conflicting reports have suggested both an unusual metallic state with a negative electronic compressibility [7] as well as a surprisingly conventional, weakly correlated metal [14] . Notably lacking is a detailed understanding of the structural and electronic responses of this prototypical weak SOM system as electrons are introduced. This remains an essential first step toward developing a deeper understanding of interactions remanent once the parent SOM state is quenched.
Here we present the results of bulk transport/magnetization, neutron/x-ray scattering, and scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) measurements mapping the evolution of the antiferromagnetic SOM state in (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 upon electron substitution. Light electron doping initially drives the weak SOM state to fragment into nanoscale regions of mixed metallic and insulating character that eventually collapse into a uniform metallic regime beyond x = 0.04. The addition of donors to the system causes a swelling of the unit cell volume, and a parallel suppression of magnetostriction effects associated with the onset of Ising-like magnetic order [15] . Once in the globally metallic phase, the longrange G-type Néel state remnant from the parent Mott phase vanishes, and a metallic state with an enhanced susceptibility and Wilson ratio emerges. Our aggregate data demonstrate the doping-driven, first-order, melting of a weak spin-orbit Mott phase into a correlated metal.
Neutron experiments were performed at the N5 tripleaxis spectrometer at the Canadian Neutron Beam CenarXiv:1506.00041v1 [cond-mat.str-el] 29 May 2015 tre, Chalk River Laboratories, and resonant x-ray measurements were performed on beam line 6-ID-B at the Advanced Photon Source at Argonne National Lab and X22C at the NSLS at Brookhaven National Lab. Details describing the instrumentation and experimental techniques are provided in the supplemental information [16] . Crystals were grown via techniques similar to earlier reports [9, 17] .
Immediately upon introducing La into Sr-327, a dramatic drop in the low temperature resistivity ρ(T ) is observed for concentrations as low as x = 0.01 as shown in Fig. 1 (a) . Using the naïve metric of ∂ρ ∂T < 0 as T → 0 to define an "insulating" phase, reveals that the system remains in the insulating state until x M IT ≈ 0.04 is reached. Upon further doping, a change in the sign of the low temperature ∂ρ ∂T occurs, which we will hereafter denote for simplicity as the metal-insulator transition (MIT). Doping beyond this level results in the vanishing of the irreversibility in the static spin susceptibility, emblematic of AF ordering in Sr-327, as shown in Fig. 1  (b) . This rapid quenching of the parent system's weak net ferromagnetism is coincident with the onset of the metallic phase and suggests the suppression of the Néel state in the metallic regime.
As electrons are introduced into the system, the inplane lattice parameters expand ( Fig. 1 (c) ) while the c-axis remains unchanged within resolution. This results in a swelling of the lattice volume that continues with increased La-concentration, reminiscent of the lattice swelling observed in La-doped SrTiO 3 [18] where correlation effects enhance the destabilization/expansion of the lattice driven by adding conduction electrons into antibonding orbitals. This combined effect competes with steric effects and, if correlation effects are strong enough, can drive lattice expansion even at small doping levels. The relative magnitude of the volumetric expansion ∆V /V ≈ 0.03% per percentage of La-dopant is nearly identical for both La-doped Sr-327 and La-doped SrTiO 3 -suggesting a comparable role played by correlations. The magnitude of this effect can be demonstrated by alloying comparably-sized, isovalent Ca 2+ instead of La 3+ into the system, where purely steric effects instead drive a lattice contraction (Fig 1 (c) ).
An additional structural response to the MIT is shown in Fig. 1 (d) , which reveals that the anisotropic thermal contraction of the parent system upon cooling vanishes as it is doped into the metallic phase. Namely, both parent and lightly La-doped Sr-327 samples possess a caxis lattice constant that expands upon cooling while the basal plane lattice constants contract. The magnitude of this effect gradually switches to a conventional, uniform, thermal contraction as the MIT is traversed, and the doping-driven switch in behavior tracks the disappearance of irreversibility in the static spin susceptibility. This suggests that the expansion of the c-axis upon cooling for x ≤ x M IT is driven by strong magnetoelastic coupling where magnetostriction between the Ising-like, c-axis oriented, moments and their local lattice environment drive an anisotropic distortion of the lattice. The disappearance of irreversibility in magnetization measurements, however, is not a rigorous metric for determining the doping evolution of the magnetic order in a canted AF. To further investigate the evolution of AF order as the metallic state is approached, neutron scattering measurements were performed. For samples with x ≤ x M IT , magnetic scattering remained consistent with the G-type spin structure of the parent material [15, 17] . Scattering results plotted in Figs. 2 (a) and (b) show that the ordered AF moment rapidly collapses as x M IT is approached, yet the ordering temperature remains only weakly affected. This contrasts the percolative MIT realized in Ru-doped Sr-327, where AF order survives into the metallic regime and remains coherent across electronically phase separated patches [19] . Instead, La-substitution rapidly quenches spin order associated with Sr-327's G-type structure, which vanishes with the stabilization of the low temperature metallic state.
An additional structural order parameter also develops as a function of La-doping below a characteristic temperature T S . This distortion appears in the form of a weak, temperature dependent, structural superlattice at Bbcb forbidden (H = odd, 0, L = odd) positions. Figs. 2  (b-c) show the evolution of this distortion as a function of increasing La-content. The relative weights of Bragg reflections associated with this distortion are plotted in Fig. 2 (b) , and the corresponding temperature evolution of the order parameters are plotted in Fig. 2 (c) . As La content is increased, both T S and its relative scattering weight increase, seemingly saturating across x M IT .
One explanation for the trade-off in scattering weight between this new structural order parameter and AF order, along with the relatively weak doping dependence of T S and T AF away from the critical regime, is that light electron-doping generates a phase separated ground state. To test this notion, STS measurements were performed on samples residing on both sides of the MIT. The resulting spectra of samples in the insulating x = 0.035 and metallic x = 0.048 regimes are plotted in Fig.  3 where electron-doping with x ≤ x M IT results in a nanoscale phase separated ground state with distinct in- sulating and gapless regions. Upon continued doping to x = 0.048, a homogenous, globally gapless, ground state is observed and is consistent with the metallic transport observed for x > x M IT .
Beyond x M IT , static spin susceptibility data for a metallic sample with x = 0.058 are plotted in Fig. 2  (d) inset. The data fit to a Curie-Weiss model with an additional temperature independent Pauli term, giving Θ = −69 ± 9 K and µ ef f = 0.51 ± 0.02 µ B . The potential of this local moment response arising from trivial inhomogeneity (ie. rare regions of this sample with clustered spins and a persistent charge gap) can be excluded via comparison with the globally gapless STS data in Fig. 3 (b) and (d) [16] . Assuming that the surface electronic states probed by STS data are reflective of the bulk, the combined analysis of the susceptibility and STS data mandates the survival of a local moment response within gapless regions of the sample.
Heat capacity data from this same x = 0.058 concentration ( Fig. 2 (d) ) obtain a Sommerfeld coefficient γ = 19.88 ± 0.30 [mJ mole
, also reflecting a metal with enhanced correlation effects. Low temperature χ(T ) from this same sample shows χ = 0.0229
. This en-hanced R W is consistent with a system near an instability [20] and suggests that the state realized for x > x M IT is a correlated metal with an enhanced spin susceptibility; retaining remnant correlations from the SOM parent phase.
The electronic phase diagram summarizing the evolution of the SOM phase upon electron-doping is plotted in Fig. 4 . Immediately upon doping electrons into the parent Sr-327, a regime of phase separation appears-one where nanoscale AF ordered insulating regions segregate from gapless metallic regions that stabilize a global structural distortion below T S . For x < x M IT , T S increases in parallel to the growth of the volume fraction of the sample hosting the metallic phase. Similarly, the combined neutron/STM data of Figs. 2 and 3 demonstrate that the apparent reduction in the AF moment under light electron doping largely arises from electronic phase separation of the sample into AF ordered insulating and paramagnetic metallic regions. Upon doping beyond the critical concentration of x ≈ 0.04, a first-order line appears where AF order collapses and the system becomes globally metallic.
Earlier reports of persistent AF order in metallic concentrations of La-doped Sr-327 were unable to discern whether this coexistence was intrinsic to the physics of a doped SOM insulator or extrinsic due to macroscopic sample inhomogeneity [13] . Our observation of an abrupt, first-order, collapse of the Sr-327 parent material's Néel state upon entering the metallic regime resolves this open question and demonstrates the instability of long-range AF order once the weak SOM state inherent to Sr-327 is tuned beyond half-filling. Since strong in-plane AF superexchange masks the local moment behavior above T AF in undoped Sr-327 [11, 21] , the dopinginduced collapse of AF beyond the MIT ultimately allows for the Ir local moments to be observed in the correlated metallic regime.
Our measurements depict the destruction of the parent state's Néel order upon entering the metallic regime and are consistent with recent theoretical work demonstrating the filling-tuned, first-order MIT of a weak Mott state in the intermediate coupling regime [22, 23] . The first order nature of the MIT is demonstrated explicitly by the phase coexistence for x ≤ x M IT plotted in Fig.  3 . As the system is driven across the MIT phase boundary, the development of a structural symmetry breaking transition suggests a multicritical point driven by a competing energy scale, T S , near the parent SOM phase.
As one test of whether T S is endemic to the metallic state, neutron scattering measurements were performed on isovalent-substituted (Sr 0.93 Ca 0.07 ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 . This system remains an insulator ( Fig. 1 (a) ), yet the reduced cation size drives a low temperature structural distortion along the identical (odd, 0, odd) wave vectors as Lasubstituted Sr-327 (Fig. 2 (c) ). T S for this Ca-doped sample, however, occurs at a reduced energy scale relative [17] to its La-doped counterpart. This reduced T S at a comparatively higher Ca-dopant concentration (larger steric perturbation) suggests that the electronic contribution to the lattice deformation enhances T S and drives the metallic state. This is also consistent with recent reports of a structural distortion appearing near the pressure-driven MIT of Sr-327 [13, 24] .
In summary, our data demonstrate the carrierdriven first-order melting of the SOM phase in (Sr 1−x La x ) 3 Ir 2 O 7 , consistent with the predictions of an electronically phase separated state intermediate to the complete collapse of the Mott phase in the weak limit. Beyond the critical x M IT = 0.04 concentration, the SOM state collapses into a metallic state with enhanced spin susceptibility and local moment behavior. Ascertaining whether the lattice distortion emergent at the onset of the metallic state is purely a structural effect or a secondary consequence of a competing electronic instability is an interesting avenue for future exploration.
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